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Let’s take a step back. I was just twenty 
when I presented my first collections on 
the stands of my father who was a shoe 
agent. The true turning point came in the 
‘90, when sales doubled: to make the 
difference, a collection born from the 
collaboration with an experienced model 
maker who managed to correctly interpret 
the MarcoMoreo mood.

Years of great development followed. The 
business has opened up to Great Britain 
and Ireland, where the MarcoMoreo 
brand is still successful today - today 
more than 60 are the sales points that 
showcase Moreo shoes as a leading store 
product.
The English press has dedicated articles 
and interviews to us, MarcoMoreo 
advertising pages are published on 
IMAGE, IT Magazine, Social & Personal, 
Ulster Tatler. M

M
After Great Britain and Ireland, between 
1992 and 1999 we expanded the market 
to Belgium, Holland, France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Spain and Sweden, settling 
on 90 thousand pairs per season, divided 
among more than 450 customers in 
Northern Europe.

Over the years, Moreo shoes have been 
sold by Harrods and in stores of the 
English chain Russell & Bromley. In Paris, 
at the Galeries Lafayette and in Le Bon 
Marché. In Dublin, from Arnotts where 
we are present with a shop in shop from 
2015, Fitzpatricks Shoes, Brown Thomas 
in Grafton Street. And again: in New 
York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Dubai, 
Moscow ... I also collaborated with the 
British brand Church’s.

The shoe that bears my name is the 
expression of an approach to the typically 
Italian style and, at the same time, an 
international breath, always appreciated 
by those who love the “Italian style” 
mood.
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Italian 
style 
mood.



PPENELOPE

A sunset walk, 
and then 
an aperitif 
with bows.

A sunset walk, and then an aperitif with 
bows. Penelope is the perfect lacing for 
both: very comfortable for walking - the 
bottom is super stable, despite the height; 
refined and with a touch of glamor, thanks 
to the play of metal inserts and the classic 
and graceful shape.

From morning to evening, Penelope is 
the ideal shoe for a thousand occasions: 
you will always be perfect, or better. 
Impeccable, you will wink at the fashion 
and classic accessory in one go.
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YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• soft blouse 
• super feminine jacket
• camel capri pants 
• Penelope
• bauletto bag

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/penelope
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ALICE

A stroll along the waterfront.

A stroll along the waterfront, with a cream 
& strawberry ice cream… Okay, you can 
choose the taste ;)

But I’ll suggest the outfit for you, because 
I imagine Alice with a white capri, as 
simple as summer, as fresh as the air at 
sunset, when the sun goes behind the 
horizon. And then, play with the colors by 
combining them with Alice: a pink cotton 
sweater with the sugar-coated coconut 
print, a classic denim jacket with the blue-
bell version.

And, if you have a metal soul, choose 
a small platinum or silver shoulder bag, 
in line with tassels, fringe and studs: you 
will be so chic that at dinner you won’t 
change! 

YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• pink cotton sweater
• denim jacket
• white capri
• Alice
• platinum or silver
   shoulder bag

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/alice-3


aAMBRA
A weekend in the countryside, without 
giving up a touch of glam. Because 
Amber is as comfortable as a slip-on but 
as chic as a glittery loafer, gym styling, 
and details that wink at the part of you 
that is most feminine.

How to wear her? With a casual and 
super comfortable outfit: black denim for 
skinny pants, a white t-shirt, a black biker 
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A weekend 
in the 
countryside.

jacket if you want to enhance your more 
rock soul, or a micro feather vest if it is 
still cool. Choose it in pearl gray: it will 
illuminate the Amber upper even more, 
beautiful and super shiny.

And, if between one walk and the next, 
you should arrive in the village, you will 
be even more perfect: such a shoe is not 
a simple sneaker;)

YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• white t-shirt
• micro feather vest
• skinny pants
• Ambra
• black biker jacket
   if you feel rock!

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/ambra


m
A coffee
among 
friends.
A coffee among friends, with a colorful 
bomber jacket, a pair of jeans and a 
basic t-shirt. With Mirea on your feet, 
even the most peaceful outfit becomes 
super original.

Where do you find such an accessorized 
gymnastic? Studs, animal and metal 
inserts build character and a whole new 
mood. And then, what a sole! Proudly 
pink or golden yellow, color is the 
absolute protagonist.

And you become a protagonist too, step 
by step. The password of the summer? 
The most colorful rubberiness wins!

MIREA
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YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• basic t-shirt
• colorful bomber jacket
• a pair of jeans
• Mirea
• colorful handbag

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/mirea


OLIVIAoAn aperitif, on vacation: just a black 
dress, sleeveless, long, and maybe 
pleated, fresh like jersey; a string of 
pearls, and Olivia interprets a gritty up-to-
date bon-ton outfit.

The bare foot, the uncovered heel, the light 
of the applied pearls, the oversized bow, 
the high tongue on the foot, the high and 
bicolor bottom: the mix & match between 
summer look and city mood promotes our 
Olivia among the most eclectic of the SS 
2020 Collection.

An aperitif on vacation.
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YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• dark midi dress
• a string of pearls
• headband
• Olivia
• handbag

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/olivia


JIn the 
office, 
taking 
a stroll 
with 
friends.

Not one, but a thousand occasions to 
show off our 2020 edition slipper. Just 
think about it in color mode! In the office, 
taking a stroll with friends, a not too 
formal dinner for two: every occasion is 
good to show off our up-to-date slipper.

Yes, because we wanted it all yellow, in 
our super graphic animal print. And light 
blue, in an irresistible, truly chic coconut 
print. And if you like coconut, but prefer 
to use it in soft tones, choose the beige 
version: sophisticated and more neutral, 
for super refined outfits ...

For the rest, Judy confirms the classic 
slipper shape, with metal bracket and 
profiled upper: a super finished shoe, 
classic in its simplicity. 
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JUDY

YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• striped shirt
• sober blue sweater
• white capri
• Judy
• leather backpack

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/judy-2


GIOIA
A party, perhaps not too formal: Gioia 
is truly irresistible in combination with a 
romantic balloon skirt, just above the knee - 
the leg rigorously bare. Finished by a biker 
jacket with asymmetrical and visible zips, 
it interprets every woman’s most rock soul.

The candid, white t-shirt that cannot be 
whiter, dialogues with the bottom, in a play 
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of black & white that, from the foot, runs 
up, along the whole outfit: the rigor of black 
gives space to baroque or rock concessions 
- the important thing is to dare.

And if daring is your thing, choose Gioia 
in a beige version and lose yourself in the 
gold details such as the bottom, to enrich an 
all-white outfit: a clutch, a belt, a jewel ...

A party, perhaps 
not too formal.

G
YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• white t-shirt
• biker jacket
• romantic skirt, loose
   and well structured
• Gioia
• a clutch, a belt,
   a jewel

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/gioia
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A weekend
out 
of town.

A weekend out of town. And for all 
those occasions when you want to be 
comfortable without giving up your 
glamorous part. And also a little romantic 
... Yes, because Lilith is the sweetest 
version of the classic gymnastics: playing 
with the ruffle applications was enough. 

And what ruffles! Satin, bright, they draw 
curled borders with a sinuous motif. How 
to interpret it? With deliberately casual 
and sober outfits, which give Lilith the role 
of absolute protagonist. 

LILITH

For example: pinstripe pants, t-shirt with 
small feminine details (tulle sleeves, for 
example), denim jacket with important 
shoulders - in full 80s mood, super 
current. On the feet, our Lilith’s blue ruffles 
give your outfit a fun and playful touch. 

It’s already a little yours, isn’t it?

lYOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• t-shirt with tulle sleeves 
• denim jacket with
   important shoulders
• pinstripes pants
• Lilith
• handbag

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/lilith-1


k KELLY

For a carefree 
afternoon
of shopping.

For a carefree afternoon of shopping, 
when comfort doesn’t want to give up that 
chic touch to go out with friends.

So play with the classic white/blue/
red pairing and welcome the beautiful 
season! All it will take is a red sweater on 
the shoulders, a multi-row men’s shirt, and 
skinny jeans, in a fascinating midnight 
blue.

Kelly’s over fringe will complete your 
outfit in an up-to-date key: loafers yes, but 
what originality!

As always, take a look at the lengths: 
bangs absolutely protagonist, long live 
the naked ankle!
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YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• multi-row men’s shirt
• red sweater
• total blue skinny jeans
• Kelly
• jewel

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/kelly


A small update to the classic office look. 
Between one meeting and another, up 
and down relentlessly, warm up the 
working day mood with a pinch of glam: 
otherwise what taste is there? 

And so, a blouse is perfect if closed by a 
bow collar or a balloon sleeve. Pants yes, 
but of a warm and feminine camel color. 
And a double-breasted trench coat should 
be worn tight at the waist cinched with an 
important belt, slightly more rock if you 
choose it in natural leather.

In short, here is a good dose of style and 
frivolity.

A small update to the 
classic 
office
look.
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CAROLAcYOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• blouse with 
   a bow collar
• double-breasted
   trench coat
• camel pants
• Carola
• an important belt

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/carola-1


v
VIVIEN

A not 
too-formal 
job 
interview.

A not too-formal job interview, or a 
meeting with your boss. Choose Vivien 
in the blue/silver version and play with 
the shades of gray for an over, lean, and 
rigorous blazer. With a pair of skinny 
jeans, that’s it. 

Vivien’s metal inserts will talk about your 
determination and originality - hidden in 
the details, however. ;)

If, on the other hand, you can’t resist the 
gold version of yourself, Vivien in natural 
hemp tones is perfect! And then what 
chic, that bicolor upper: the inside and 
outside are different materials, have you 
already noticed? Look at the heel and you 
can’t resist.
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YOUR DAILY
ESSENTIALS:
• white t-shirt
• blazer with a soft cut
• deep blue skinny 
   jeans
• Vivien
• an important belt

https://marcomoreo.com/collections/ss20/products/vivien
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